Key points {#Sec51}
==========

Compared to the 64-slice Discovery CT VMI + MARS technique for image reconstruction, 256-slice Revolution CT VMI + MMAR technique for image reconstruction is better to reduce metal artifacts and background SD.The combined use of VMI~110\ keV~ + MMAR technique is helpful for the observation and evaluation of small structures around the metal implants.The combined use of VMI~110\ keV~ + MMAR technique also provides a better diagnostic tool in clinical practice.

Background {#Sec1}
==========

With the improvement of living standards and the development of oral medical care, dental restoration and implantation of dentures become more common. On CT scanning of the head and neck and maxillofacial region, the dental fillings or implants (e.g., amalgam, cobalt-chromium, nickel-chromium, gold alloy) will inevitably cause strip-like artifacts, such as beam hardening and photon starvation artifacts, which significantly degrade the image quality of the oral cavity and buccal area, making it difficult to delineate important anatomical structures or pathologic conditions \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. The extensive clinical application of dual-energy CT (DECT) is an effective way for postoperative follow-up and evaluation of therapeutic efficacy of metal implants, such as hip prosthesis, spinal fixation rods, and dental fillings \[[@CR3]--[@CR6]\]. Some studies have confirmed the efficacy of virtual monoenergetic images \[[@CR6]--[@CR8]\] and multiple artifact reduction system (MARS) \[[@CR9]\] in reducing metal artifacts in oral and maxillofacial of Discovery spectral CT, but the performance of Revolution CT combined with multi-material artifact reduction (MMAR) in reducing artifacts of metallic implants in the maxillofacial region has not been explored. In the present study, two techniques were employed for image reconstruction of artifact reduction, aiming to compare their performance in artifact reduction and evaluate the advantage of Revolution CT in reducing metallic artifacts.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Clinical information {#Sec3}
--------------------

A total of 60 patients who received CT scanning of artificial dental implants or fillings between May 2018 and April 2019 were enrolled in our hospital. We confirmed patients had dental fillings or implants before scanning, and then they were randomly arranged on a device of two for examination. The patients were divided into two groups (*n* = 30 per group). Revolution CT and Discovery 750HD CT (GE Corporation, USA) were used for scanning. In the Revolution CT group, there were 12 males and 18 females with a mean age of 45.2 ± 9.3 years (range 32--78 years). In the Discovery CT group, there were 17 males and 13 females with a mean age of 47.3 ± 12.6 years (range 29--86 years).

CT scanning and image processing {#Sec4}
--------------------------------

Revolution CT and Discovery CT 750 HD (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA) were performed separately in the two groups, using fast kV-switching Gemstone spectral imaging (GSI) between 80 kVp and 140 kVp.The Revolution CT scans acquired 0.5 s rotation speed, automatic mA, 0.992:1 pitch, and ASIR-V50% reconstruction algorithm. The Discovery CT scans acquired 0.5 s rotation speed, automatic mA, 1.375:1 pitch, and ASIR 50% reconstruction algorithm. All CT scans were obtained parallelly to the orbitomeatal line. The contrast agent (iohexol or iodophor 350 mgI/ml) was injected at a flow rate of 3 ml/s at 0.8 ml/kg. A scan delay of 25 s (arterial phase) and 50 s (venous phase) was used. The CT dose index (CTDIvol) and dose length product (DLP) of Revolution CT group were 21.5 mGy and 620.9 mGy-cm, the CTDIvol and DLP of Discovery CT group were 27.8 mGy and 822.1 mGy-cm, respectively.

After scanning at the kiloelectronvolt level of 50, 70, 90, 110, and 130, the data of Revolution CT group were reconstructed into VMI + MMAR images, and the data of Discovery CT group were reconstructed into VMI + MARS images, respectively, with a layer thickness of 0.625 mm. These images were then transferred to the Aw4.7 workstation for image analysis with the GSIviewer software.

Image analysis and measurement {#Sec5}
------------------------------

Both quantitative and qualitative analyses were performed by two radiologists with 4 years of experience in maxillofacial imaging. For quantitative analysis, the region of interest (ROI) was drawn in the following regions: soft tissue with the most obvious artifacts ( soft palate, mouth floor), which was considered to be ROI1; soft tissue without artifacts (musculus longus capitis) at the same scan slice, which was considered to be ROI2. ROI was manually drawn elliptical or circle, the standard ROI size was 40--60 mm^2^. Attenuation (HU) and standard deviation were recorded. The contrast to noise ratio (CNR) and artifact index (AI) were calculated as follows to assess the image quality. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For qualitative analysis, two authors (neuroradiologists with 7 and 28 years of experience, respectively) assessed the image quality subjectively on 4-point scales as follows: 1 (unacceptable): metal artifacts are massive, the sharpness of the image is poor, and the oral structure and surrounding tissues is nearly unrecognizable; 2 (poor): metal artifacts are pronounced, and the oral structure and surrounding tissues can be identified but blurred; 3 (fair): metal artifacts are moderate, the oral structure is normal, and the surrounding tissues can be distinguished; 4 (good): there are no or only minor streak artifacts, the oral texture is natural, and the surrounding tissues can be clearly distinguished. Any discrepancy between the two radiologists should be resolved by consultation.

Statistical analysis {#Sec6}
--------------------

The database was established with Microsoft Excel and statistical analysis was performed using SPSS version 17.0. The continuous variables are expressed by *x* ± *s*. The attenuation, SD, CNR, and AI in two groups displayed abnormal distribution and thus Mann-Whitney rank-sum test was employed for the comparison of these variables; Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used to compare the subjective scores of images; Kappa was used to evaluate the consistency between two observers: Kappa \< 0.40, poor consistency; 0.40 ≤ Kappa \< 0.75, generally consistent; Kappa ≥ 0.75, favorably consistent. A value of *p* \< 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results {#Sec7}
=======

Attenuation, SD, CNR, and AI {#Sec8}
----------------------------

When the energy level was higher than 70 keV, the attenuation, SD, CNR, and AI in the Revolution CT group were lower than in the Discovery CT group. At VM~I90\ keV~ and VMI~110\ keV~, the SD, CNR, and AI in the Revolution CT group were significantly lower than in the Discovery CT group (*p* = 0.031, *p* = 0.035, *p* = 0.019, *p* = 0.010, *p* = 0.005, and *p* = 0.008). At VMI~50\ keV~, VMI~70\ keV~, and VMI~130\ keV~, the SD, CNR, and AI were comparable between the two groups (*p* \> 0.05). The attenuation was similar between the two groups at any energy level (*p* \> 0.05) (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). In the Revolution CT group, the attenuation and CNR were the highest at VMI~50\ keV~, the SD and AI were the lowest at VMI~110\ keV~ and VMI~130\ keV~, and there were no statistically significant differences in the SD and AI between VMI~110\ keV~ and V~MI130\ keV~ (*p* = 0.283 and *p* = 0.294) (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) Table 1Attenuation, SD, CNR, and AI in two groups at different energy levels (*x* ±*s*, *n* = 30)Attenuation*p*SD*p*CNR*p*AI*p*MMARMARSMMARMARSMMARMARSMMARMARSVMI~50\ keV~192.21 ± 126.27232.77 ± 186.180.375133.97 ± 58.80128.50 ± 39.620.9941.66 ± 1.062.38 ± 1.790.143131.55 ± 59.61127.44 ± 38.850.859VMI~70\ keV~100.35 ± 57.85109.50 ± 95.750.52583.75 ± 28.5490.60 ± 33.870.5541.21 ± 0.791.54 ± 1.080.32282.37 ± 29.0789.95 ± 34.100.501VMI~90\ keV~64.02 ± 35.1475.44 ± 81.250.45555.36 ± 18.0469.73 ± 27.330.0310.91 ± 0.691.52 ± 1.200.03554.13 ± 18.6869.19 ± 27.470.019VMI~110\ keV~46.40 ± 28.1260.22 ± 73.990.28738.68 ± 12.9155.12 ± 26.400.0100.96 ± 0.941.95 ± 1.670.00537.37 ± 13.6654.60 ± 26.480.008VMI~130\ keV~36.69± 26.5750.05 ± 70.170.22829.99 ± 11.0142.50 ± 25.180.0711.56 ± 1.332.44 ± 2.570.06028.72 ± 11.6741.93 ± 25.210.053Fig. 1**A1**--**A5** Reconstruction of soft tissue window at VMI~50\ keV~, VMI~70\ keV~, VMI~90\ keV~, VMI~110\ keV~, and VMI~130\ keV~ in MMAR group. **C1**--**C5** Reconstruction of bone window at VMI~50\ keV~, VMI~70\ keV~, VMI~90\ keV~, VMI~110\ keV~, and VMI~130\ keV~ in MMAR group. Radial high-density radial artifacts are visible around the metal implants. The artifacts significantly reduce, and the adjacent structures become clear with the increase in the kiloelectronvolt. This suggests the artifact reducing effect is favorable and the implant is clearly distinguishable. **B1**--**B5** Reconstruction of soft tissue window at VMI~50\ keV~, VMI~70\ keV~, VMI~90\ keV~, VMI~110\ keV~, and VMI~130\ keV~ in MARS group. **D1**--**D5** Reconstruction of bone window at VMI~50\ keV~, VMI~70\ keV~, VMI~90\ keV~, VMI~110\ keV~, and VMI~130\ keV~ in MARS group. The artifact reducing effect is poor after use of MARS for artifact reduction, and the image quality is not significantly improved; the artifact reducing effect is the best in **B5**, but the contrast of soft tissues at the bottom of the mouth reduces.

Scores of metallic artifacts {#Sec9}
----------------------------

The VMI image quality was assessed in two groups. Results showed at VMI~50\ keV~, VMI~70\ keV~, VMI~90\ keV~, VMI~110\ keV~, and VMI~130\ keV~, the objective score was 2.67 ± 0.48, 3.03 ± 0.49, 3.60 ± 0.50, 3.70 ± 0.47, and 3.73 ± 0.50, respectively, in the Revolution CT group and 1.13 ± 0.35, 1.37 ± 0.56, 2.07 ± 0.69, 2.47 ± 0.57, and 2.73 ± 0.52, respectively, in the Discovery CT group, and the image quality in the Revolution CT group was better than in the Discovery CT group (*P* = 0.001) (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). In addition, the image quality varied significantly with the increase in energy, and the score was the highest at VMI~130\ keV~. In the Revolution CT group, scores 3 and 4 were found in 26.7% (8/30) and 73.3% (22/30) of patients. In the Discovery CT group, score 3 was found in 76.7% (23/30) of patients, the image artifacts were not completely removed at any energy level, and score 4 was not found in any image (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). In addition, there were no statistically significant differences in the score at VMI~90\ keV~, VMI~110\ keV~, and VMI~130\ keV~ in the Revolution CT group; or VMI~50\ keV~ between VMI~70\ keV~ and VMI~110\ keV~ between VMI~130\ keV~ in the Discovery CT group. The consistency was favorable between two observers (Kappa = 0.764). Both the CTDIvol and DLP of the Revolution CT group were lower than those of the Discovery CT group (*p* = 0.000 and *p* = 0.005). Table 2Image scores at different energy levels (*x* ± *s*, *n* = 30)Objective scoreMMARMARS*p*VMI~50\ keV~2.67 ± 0.481.13 ± 0.350.001VMI~70\ keV~3.03 ± 0.491.37 ± 0.490.001VMI~90\ keV~3.60 ± 0.502.07 ± 0.690.001VMI~110\ keV~3.70 ± 0.472.50 ± 0.510.001VMI~130\ keV~3.73 ± 0.452.73 ± 0.500.001Table 3Image quality at different energy levelsGroupVMI~50\ keV~VMI~70\ keV~VMI~90\ keV~VMI~110\ keV~VMI~130\ keV~MMARMARSMMARMARSMMARMARSMMARMARSMMARMARSScore1126019060101210431101601406319023012891582340040180210220Total30303030303030303030

As compared to reconstruction with MARS technique, the reconstruction with MMAR technique is better to reduce metallic artifacts and may achieve better image quality. VMI~110\ keV~ is the optimal energy level for Revolution CT in acquiring optimal image quality and reducing hardening artifacts.

Discussion {#Sec10}
==========

In this study, we evaluated the virtual monoenergetic image of Revolution CT combined with the MMAR technique, which was compared with the VMI of DECT combined with the MARS technique in reducing metal dental implant artifacts. There have been studies that affirm the VMI and MARS of Discovery CT could remove the metal artifacts effective, but that of Revolution CT and the difference between the two have not been clearly discussed. Our results showed that VMI + MMAR technique led to a decrease of artifacts both, quantitatively and qualitatively, which resulted in visually higher image quality and improved assessment of adjacent soft tissue.

The use of DECT in head and neck imaging has been growing in recent years. The main advantage of DECT is that several additional datasets are obtained without a radiation dose penalty \[[@CR10]\]. Improved image quality, better lesion detection, and quantitative calculation of the degree of enhancement are immediate well-recognized benefits \[[@CR11]\]. VMI and iodine characterization of DECT may play a major role in patients with head and neck cancer in the detection and delineation of the tumor, resulting in more accurate staging \[[@CR12]\], equivalent to the perfusion map of perfusion CT of head and neck cancer \[[@CR13]\]. It can differentiate normal, inflammatory, and metastatic squamous cell carcinoma cervical lymph nodes based on iodine concentration \[[@CR14]\], as well as between benign post-treatment changes from the primary or recurrent head and neck malignancies \[[@CR15]\]. Three material differentiation algorithms for identification of iodine and calcium can be used to assess cartilage and bone marrow infiltration, the latter being a new application in head and neck DECT \[[@CR16]\]. Imaging of infection and inflammation can be mitigated with DECT \[[@CR17]\], and differential diagnosis can be facilitated with the use of spectral curves. VMI at higher kiloelectronvolt is useful for the reduction of metallic artifacts.

The artifacts of the dental metal prosthesis are star-shaped or radial, which is related to the composition, position, shape, and arrangement of the metal implants \[[@CR18]\]. The metal artifacts significantly make it difficult to distinguish important anatomical structures or pathologic conditions, and may even cause the missed diagnosis and misdiagnosis, affecting the correct diagnosis. Conventional CT can reduce tooth artifacts by using thinner slice reconstruction, higher mAs and kVp, and improved reconstruction algorithms \[[@CR19]--[@CR22]\]. The suppression of metal artifacts by these methods is very limited, and there is even the disadvantage of increasing the radiation dose. In this study, two main techniques of the DECT were used to reduce metal artifacts: synthesize monochromatic or monoenergetic imaging and MARS algorithm to remove metallic dental artifacts.

Since the clinical introduction of DECT, this technique has proven to be beneficial in the metal artifact reduction arsenal. Virtual monochromatic imaging (VMI) allows for image reconstruction at different virtual monochromatic energies instead of using a polychromatic spectrum. At higher virtual energies, beam hardening artifacts can be reduced and SNR is increased, because the high energy X-ray still possesses favorable energy uniformity although its energy attenuates after crossing the metal. In addition, high energy X-ray has better penetrating capability, which reduces the energy attenuation when passing through the metal and therefore reduces the photon starvation effect, but photon starvation will still exist and impair the quality of the image \[[@CR23]\], the MARS technique, can process signals to provide accurate projection data on the metal implant and its surrounding tissues, which effectively reduces the common metal artifacts and hardening artifacts of other rays \[[@CR18], [@CR24]\]. With the combination of the MARS algorithm, the artifact reduction can effectively eliminate the artifacts generated by metal fixtures, implants, metal clips, and spring coils implanted in different parts of the body and can also effectively assess the surrounding tissues \[[@CR25]\].

Previous studies on the role of DECT in reducing dental metal implant artifacts have shown that the metal tooth artifacts are significantly reduced in the Discovery CT monochromatic images, which improve the delineation of the metallic prosthesis itself as well as the periprosthetic region. The optimal monoenergetic level for artifacts reduction ranged from 110 to 140 keV \[[@CR7], [@CR8]\]. There is evidence showing that DECT combined with MARS can reduce metallic dental artifacts and improve delineation of the metallic prosthesis and periprosthetic region in the buccal area and the tongue, but not in the parotid area; MARS and high energy images are better to display the edge and internal structure of the metal dentures as compared to low energy images; MARS-related artifacts most commonly occurred in the deep center of the neck \[[@CR9]\].

Based on the ability of DECT to reduce hardening artifacts by monochromatic imaging, the new generation of 16-cm-wide detector Revolution CT incorporates MMAR technique into the volume reconstruction algorithm \[[@CR26]\]. In this technique, different substances are separated in the image reconstruction, aiming to reduce or even eliminate hardening artifacts and improve the image quality.

The objective results suggested the attenuation, SD, and AI of the artifacts decreased with the increase of kiloelectronvolt level. At VMI~90\ keV~ and VMI~110\ keV~, the SD and AI in the Revolution CT group were lower than those in the Discovery CT group, and the SD and AI were the lowest at VMI~110\ keV~ and VMI~130\ keV~ in the Revolution CT group, indicating that VMI~110\ keV~ was the optimal virtual energy level for Revolution CT in reducing artifacts, with a better image quality, lower image noise, with artifacts, reduced more effectively. Subjective scoring showed that the image quality in the Revolution CT group was better than in the Discovery CT group at any kiloelectronvolt level and the image score increased with the increase of energy level. Although the increasing kiloelectronvolt level would increase the efficient X-ray energy, improve the beam penetration and reduce metal artifact \[[@CR2]\], high energy VMI of DECT led to a measurable and visible reduction of artifacts, but the contrast between soft tissues also decreased, thus delineation of soft tissues or contrast-enhancing lesions was more difficult on the high-energy images. The scores of image quality with VMI~130\ keV~ were the highest compared to those with VMI~90\ keV~, VMI~110\ keV~, the difference was not statistically significant in the Revolution CT group. Combined with objective analysis results, we considered VMI~110\ keV~ as a reasonably high energy to evaluate metal as well as soft tissues. The radiation dose of the Discovery CT group was consistent with the results of Cha et al. \[[@CR9]\], who reported the CTDIvol and DLP were 26.9 mGy and 866.8 mGy-cm, the CTDIvol and DLP of the Revolution CT were 21.5 mGy and 620.9 mGy-cm. Our study found the application of Revolution CT artifact reduction technology not only had better image quality, but also less radiation dose, which is very beneficial for patients.

There were several limitations to this study. First, the exact composition of the dental prostheses was unknown. Because of the retrospective study in nature, before CT scanning, the material and type of the dental prosthesis were unclear. The composition of the prosthesis may affect the image quality to different extents. It has been reported that the performance of MARS is effective for the visualization of stainless steel, but not for titanium \[[@CR18], [@CR27]\]. Second, the performance of MMAR in reducing artifacts of soft tissues under different physiological and pathological conditions was not further investigated. For example, whether the performance of MMAR in reducing artifacts in the case of malignant tumors or infectious diseases is different from that in other diseases is still unclear, and further investigation is needed to evaluate the benefit of artifact reduction. Third, the Revolution CT and Discovery CT are different in the artifact reconstruction algorithm, and the iterative reconstruction is not the same between them. The Revolution CT adopts (adaptive statistical iterative reconstruction) ASIR-V, but the Discovery CT uses ASIR for reconstruction although the ratio in the reconstruction algorithm is the same (50%). ASIR-V has the potential to provide image quality equal to or greater than ASIR, with a dose reduction of around 40% \[[@CR28]\]. Abdominal CT images reconstructed with ASIR-V facilitate radiation dose reductions of to 35% when compared with the ASIR \[[@CR29]\]. In CT portal venography, the application of 80 kV and ASIR-V reconstruction in slender patients can significantly reduce radiation dose (by 63.3%) and contrast agent dose (by 39.7%), compared with the recommended 40% ASIR using 120 kV \[[@CR30]\]. For trauma patients, whole-body computed tomography using a low-dose biphasic injection protocol reduced the radiation dose with the maintenance of diagnostic accuracy and image quality after implementing ASiR-V algorism, as compared with routine protocol \[[@CR31]\]. Whether the difference algorithm affects the performance of artifact reduction should be considered in further study.

Conclusions {#Sec11}
===========

In conclusion, we found that compared to the 64-slice Discovery CT VMI combined with MARS technique for image reconstruction, the 256-slice Revolution CT combined with MMAR technique for image reconstruction is better to reduce metal artifacts and background SD. The combined use of VMI~110\ keV~ + MMAR technique is helpful for observation and evaluation of small structures around the metal implants because the imaging quality is improved.
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